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Abstract
This article gives account of the results of an action research project that focused on how students develop 
decision-making processes in the creation of collaborative work plans by using their portfolios in  English 
classes. The study was carried out in a Colombian public school located in a deprived area, and involved eighth 
grade students with low English competence. Data were collected through students’ portfolios, interviews, 
field notes, and surveys. The results suggest that students can develop their autonomy if they are involved in 
collaborative decision-making practices and if awareness-raising processes take place.
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Resumen
En este artículo se reportan los resultados de un proyecto de investigación acción que se centró en cómo los 
estudiantes desarrollan procesos de toma de decisiones en la creación de planes de trabajo colaborativos, 
mediante el uso de sus portafolios en la clase de inglés. El estudio se realizó en un colegio público colombiano, 
ubicado en una zona deprimida, y en él participaron estudiantes de octavo grado con baja competencia en 
lengua inglesa. En la recolección de datos  se emplearon portafolios de los estudiantes, entrevistas, notas de 
campo y encuestas. Los resultados sugieren que los estudiantes pueden desarrollar un perfil autónomo, si se 
les involucra en prácticas colaborativas que propicien la toma de decisiones y si llevan a cabo procesos de 
concientización.
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In our daily pedagogical duties teachers and students 
need to undertake learning and teaching processes 
as a reciprocal practice. Such a process implies dif-
ferent views and actions so that students and teach-
ers can promote their independence. Because of 
this, it was decided to explore new ways of having 
students work in class by using learning strategies 
and work plans which can foster students’ active 
participation in their lessons and, in the end, lead 
to autonomy. It was thought that changes in teach-
ing and learning practices could give students more 
opportunities to interact with their classmates and 
to be more conscious of and responsible for their 
learning experience.
In Colombia, the idea of promoting autonomy 
in English language teaching was rst presented 
by the COFE (Colombian Framework for English) 
Project – a binational enterprise that engaged 27 
Colombian universities, the Ministry of Education 
and the British Council in strengthening the prepa-
ration of English teachers. It highlighted the impor-
tance of autonomy in English language learning as 
well as in teacher education (Aparicio, Benavides, 
Cárdenas, Ochoa, Ospina, and Zuluaga, 1995) and 
further prompted teachers’ involvement in study-
ing, implementing and investigating it in the coun-
try. To cite just some of them , there have been 
studies dealing with foreign language learning in 
higher education (Lagos & Ruiz, 2007), promoting 
autonomy through self-assessment and learning 
strategies (Sierra & Frodden, 2003; Fandiño, 2007), 
teachers’ and students’ autonomy (Ariza, 2008; 
Pineda & Frodden, 2008; Usma & Orrego, 2009), 
and power relations (Rico, 2003; Ramos Holguín, 
2009). However, not much has been published in 
connection to the implementation of those aspects 
in Colombian public high schools.
is research project was an attempt to promote 
student-centered learning practices in the English 
classes at CEID Porrio Barba Jacob public school, 
located in an underprivileged area, in Bogotá, 
Colombia. Such new practices involved the creation 
of work plans in students’ portfolios in order for 
them to develop decision-making abilities. In the 
following sections we present the research problem, 
the theoretical framework, the method and the ped-
agogical intervention that served as the framework 
for the study. Next, we present the ndings and the 
conclusions. Finally, we gather some implications 
for the dierent parties that might have a bearing on 
sustained language policies and practices leading to 
students’ empowerment as autonomous individuals.
Research Problem
Following educational policies, the CEID Porrio 
Barba Jacob School has tried to give its students the 
opportunity to learn the English language so they 
can reach an intermediate level to communicate in 
dierent areas. Emphasis has been given to  reading 
and writing in order to ensure students success in 
the national exam (called ICFES Exam, Saber 11). 
However, some limitations have made this pro-
cess di!cult and unsuccessful. At the institutional 
level we have class size, with 45 or 50 students in 
each class, multilevel classes, limited pedagogical 
resources, lack of connection between students’ 
learning at school and what they can apply in their 
lives, and social problems found in the community 
(poverty, drugs, and insecurity). As far as students’ 
deciencies we should mention lack of students’ 
motivation, students’ low level of autonomy, miscon-
ceptions about grades and processes in the learning 
experience, and low performances in English.
Twelve training sessions on “learning to learn” 
were conducted. ey included setting objectives 
and learning strategy implementation in order to 
promote students’ decision-making skills in regu-
lar classes. en, a Saturday course was organized 
for those interested in participating in the current 
project. Hence, some students took part in the peda-
gogical intervention described below, and which 
focused on work plans and portfolios. Within this 
framework, a research project was set up in order 
to explore options for giving  students opportuni-
ties for learning involvement and thus, redirect their 
attitude towards the foreign language. e following 
research questions were posed:
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Main question: 
What  do  students’  portfolios  show about  the 
development of decision-making processes  in the 
creation of collaborative  work plans in  the English 
class?
Related questions:
1. How is students’ autonomy   evidenced in 
their decision-making work plans gathered 
in their portfolios?
2. What   kind of strategies do students use to 
create and monitor their own work plans in 
the learning process in EFL?
3.  What role do students play in the development 
of decision-making work plans in the learning 
process in EFL?
Theoretical Framework
Four main topics guided the development of the 
study. ey are autonomy, the use of classroom deci-
sion-making practices, portfolios, and work plans.
Autonomy
Autonomy has been viewed and studied from dif-
ferent perspectives and the literature is extensive. 
Holec (1981) considers it as a method and a goal. 
He denes autonomy as the ability one has to con-
trol his/her own learning.  He introduces two condi-
tions for becoming an autonomous learner. e rst 
one has to do with the context in which autonomy 
is being developed and the second one is related to 
the abilities and competences for the student to be 
responsible for his/her learning. He also asserts that 
these two conditions let students themselves develop 
gradually from a dependent stage to an independent 
one. Following this idea, Dickinson (1987) denes 
autonomy as a situation in which the learner is 
totally responsible for all decisions concerned with 
his/her learning and the implementation of those 
decisions. He also identies three elements that con-
tribute to the development of autonomy in language 
learning: self-management, self-monitoring and 
self-assessment. On the other hand, Benson (2001) 
points out a dierence between autonomy and self-
instruction or self-study, and denes autonomy as 
the ability to take control of one’s own learning and 
not as a method of self-education. 
In order to foster autonomy among learners, 
Dam, Eriksson, Little and Miliander (1990) pin-
point two requirements: active student participation 
in classroom learning and a meaningful learning 
environment in which students can interpret new 
information and incorporate it to what they already 
know. Additionally, they portray an autonomous 
learner as “a person who knows how to learn and can 
use this knowledge in any learning situation she/he 
may encounter at any stage in his /her life” (Dam et 
al., 1990, p.56). Likewise, Gardner and Miller (1996) 
assert that autonomous learners are “those who ini-
tiate the planning and the implementation of their 
own learning program” (p. 23). 
Other publications have added to our under-
standing of autonomy. Fenner and Newby (2000) 
point out that “autonomy in foreign language learn-
ing is more an ‘attitude’ or even a philosophy than a 
methodology. It is not concerned with one specic 
method, but allows for any method which the indi-
vidual learner nds benecial to his learning pur-
poses” (p. 56). More recently, Zembylas and Lamb 
(2008) interrogate the notion of autonomy in educa-
tion and assert that “being an autonomous learner 
does not necessarily mean being in control. But it 
certainly implies that the learner’s critical conscious-
ness should occupy a social and political space that 
interrogates any taken-for-granted assumptions 
about autonomy” (p. 33). is critical/postmodern 
view acknowledges the learner’s agency and claims 
that through self-constitution the student governs 
his/her own self. In turn, teaching is “about inspir-
ing students to become vigilant and suspicious of 
claims made by one’s own self as well as by others 
about being ‘free’ and ‘autonomous’” (Zembylas & 
Lamb, 2008, p. 32). 
Considering the views presented so far, it was 
thought that the implementation of work plans 
in students’ portfolios could let students begin to 
plan their learning objectives. is way, we could 
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promote decision-making processes in their own 
learning. In this respect, some classroom practices 
such as raising awareness, planning objectives, 
implementing learning strategies and using alterna-
tive assessment can allow students to develop their 
autonomy and promote learners’ real involvement 
in their learning experience. 
Raising awareness is considered as a starting 
point to develop an autonomous learning course 
(Scharle & Szabo, 2000). If students are conscious of 
what they are doing in their classes, of their learning 
styles and of the importance of choosing the best 
options to learn, they can begin an autonomous 
journey. For this to happen, new activities need 
to be introduced to change attitudes and redene 
roles in class. Needless to say, this process moves 
smoothly and requires the learners’ conscious par-
ticipation. Supporting this view, Sanmartí, Jorba and 
Ibañez (2002) assert that promoting self-reection 
allows students to recognize their weaknesses and 
strengths in the learning process and in doing so 
they can create their own “action model.” In turn, 
this explicit training can encourage a collabora-
tive spirit between the teachers and learners and 
promote the use of learning strategies in order to 
develop learners’ autonomy. In relation to this, Breen 
and Littlejohn (2000) assert that this new students’ 
and teachers’ role change implies new classroom 
interactional patterns and syllabus negotiation.
Learning awareness and planning objectives 
are main constructs in the autonomy development 
route. Hence, the teacher can lead students through 
a pre-designed syllabus which includes specic stu-
dents’ objectives. In connection with this idea, Breen 
and Littlejohn (2000) assert that “teachers have to 
mediate between the requirements of the syllabus 
and the dierent learning agendas of students in 
the class” (p.8). ese learning agendas are what we 
call “work plans.” ey are shaped by the students’ 
prior knowledge and learning experience and their 
learning objectives in language learning. e authors 
add that these work plans “comprise the learners’ 
own learning priorities, their changing learning 
needs, their dierent preferred strategies and styles 
of learning, the dierent value and functions they 
give to the language classroom and the people in it, 
and so on” (p. 9). In addition to this use, students’ 
work plans also involve students’ self-evaluation 
and their own specic learning objectives, taking 
into account the class syllabus. In doing so, students 
“get their own interpretations of what is done in the 
classroom and how it relates to their own learning 
agendas” (p. 9).
Besides raising awareness, the development of 
autonomous learning entails the use of learning 
strategies in the classroom. Oxford (1990) considers 
them as practical techniques to make learning time 
more eective and asserts that self-directed learners 
need to identify the strategies that make them more 
eective language learners. ese strategies will vary 
according to their goals and objectives. For the pur-
pose of this research project we understand a lan-
guage strategy as a useful tool to improve conscious 
understanding and learning of the target language.
e conceptions depicted above triggered us 
to explore how students take control of their own 
learning, and how they handle their own learning 
strategies through the use of their work plans. We 
further explore what is meant by other autono-
mous practices such as decision-making and the 
use of portfolios. How they are introduced, and 
their implications in the creation of work plans are 
also considered. 
Decision-Making Processes in School
When students, teachers and parents are involved 
in negotiation practices, a sense of responsibility is 
developed, the relations between teachers and learn-
ers are closer and the teaching-learning experience 
is meaningful and pertinent for the actors involved 
in it. Decision-making practices enable individuals 
to develop participation skills as citizens in demo-
cratic processes.
According to Breen and Littlejohn (2000) there 
are some principles which underlie the use of nego-
tiation in the language classroom:
• Negotiation is a means for responsible 
membership of the classroom community.
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• Negotiation can construct and reect learning 
as an emancipatory process.
• Negotiation can activate the social and 
cultural resources of the classroom group.
• Negotiation enables learners to exercise their 
active agency in learning.
• Negotiation can enrich classroom discourse 
as a resource for language learning.
• Negotiation can inform and extend teachers’ 
pedagogic strategies. 
Breen and Littlejohn (2000) also suggest that if 
teachers and students want to carry out a decision-
making practice, they have to negotiate in four main 
areas such as:
• e purpose of their work together (purposes)
• e content or subject matter of their work 
(content)
• Their various ways  of working together 
(methodology)
• eir preferred means of evaluation of the 
eciency and quality of the work and its 
outcomes so that new directions in the work 
can be identied (evaluation).
e principles behind the use of negotiation 
and the areas to negotiate can be seen as advan-
tages for students to take a more active role. With 
these premises in mind, students can be engaged in 
decision-making activities leading to the creation of 
work plans for their learning process. Referring to 
negotiation, Breen and Littlejohn (2000) underline 
that “participation may shi appropriately from the 
whole group, to small group and individual work. 
Additionally, assessment of achievements or evalu-
ation of the whole process may come at the end” 
(p. 31). ey describe the negotiation cycle as a 
pyramid, which depicts levels of application of the 
negotiation cycle (see Figure 1). 
Figure 1. The Curriculum Pyramid: Levels 
of Focus for the Negotiation Cycle (Based 
on Breen & Littlejohn, 2000, p. 35)
The authors state that changes produced by 
implemented negotiation practices can be seen at 
di!erent levels and can enrich the daily pedagogi-
cal practice from the “task”– the smallest unit on 
which the cycle focuses and which can be seen as the 
most immediate location of learning work – up to a 
“wider educational curriculum”. e broadest levels 
of attention for the negotiation cycle are a specic 
subject/language curriculum or an educational cur-
riculum, at either institutional or state level. Keeping 
those ideas in mind, for the purpose of this project, 
we implemented decision-making activities, such as 
suggesting homework activities and setting objec-
tives in students’ work plans through a series of 
lessons or sessions – see the third level of Figure1. 
In the development of those activities, we took 
into consideration what is meant by personal, 
interactive and procedural negotiation (Breen 
& Littlejohn, 2000). Personal negotiation has to 
do with the psychological process in individuals 
because “it engages such mental capacities as dis-
criminating, analyzing and synthesizing, memo-
rizing or recalling” (p. 6). Likewise, interactive 
negotiation is considered as a process that has a 
psycholinguistic purpose in that it is seen as “a facili-
tative means for generating comprehensible input” 
(p. 7). Lastly, procedural negotiation has to do with 
process and context decisions such as “who will 
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work with whom, in what ways, with what resources 
and for how long, upon what subject matter or prob-
lem, and for what purposes ” (p. 8). In addition, 
the authors remark that alongside the negotiation 
processes that can take place in the classroom, the 
students can set out particular criteria for success, 
write evaluative reports identifying their strengths 
and weaknesses, and create portfolios of their work, 
among others. In the following paragraphs we 
describe some theoretical assumptions and studies 
about the use of portfolios in  English classes.
Portfolios
Portfolios have been used in our context for the 
purpose of archiving students’ records and to evi-
dence success in learning processes. Genesee and 
Upshur (1996) describe portfolios as “a purpose-
ful collection of students’ work that demonstrates 
to students and others their e!orts, progress and 
achievements in given areas” (p. 99). e authors 
assert that this kind of work could include students’ 
participation involving decision making practices 
when they select contents, ways of evaluation and 
self-assessment.  
Regarding types of portfolios, Bailey (1998) 
divides them into two categories: progress portfo-
lio and achievement portfolio. e former shows 
improvement over students’ courses. e latter is a 
collection of their best works over their past courses. 
ese portfolios are divided into four main parts: 
an introductory section which is an overview of the 
contents, an academic works section which demon-
strates the students’ improvement in their process, a 
personal section which includes the students’ jour-
nals, and nally an assessment section with students’ 
evaluations from their peers and themselves. is 
nal part contains a record of the reection process, 
which includes critical thinking in the assessment 
procedure of the language learning experience.
A different categorization was proposed by 
Omalley and Valdez (1996): showcase portfolios, 
collection portfolios and assessment portfolios. 
Showcase portfolios are used to display a student’s 
best work to parents and school administrators. 
Collection portfolios include a student’s work that 
shows how a student deals with daily class assign-
ments; and assessment portfolios are focused on 
reections of specic learning goals that contain 
a systematic collection of student work, student 
assessment and teacher assessment. Bearing in mind 
this last type of portfolio, Bailey (1998) explains that 
“portfolios are accumulative in nature and demand a 
great deal  of input  and responsibility from  the lan-
guage learner, as well as a tremendous time commit-
ment from teachers” (p. 219).  Regarding this study, 
we opted for a combination of collection and assess-
ment portfolios (Omalley & Valdez, 1996) because 
it gathers students’ work and their reections about 
their learning process. Hence, we encouraged them 
to include in their portfolios samples of their work 
(writing samples, audio or video-tapes and reports 
or products), self-assessment (mainly reections) 
and criteria for evaluation. 
Students need to know how their work will be 
evaluated and by what standards their work will be 
judged. In connection to this, Omalley and Valdez 
(1996) claim that we should specify criteria and stan-
dards and provide representative samples of what 
these look like. is way, we can help students set 
goals and work toward attaining them. In order to 
develop those criteria, teachers and students need 
time to discuss criteria and promote engagement in 
goal setting. A good example of this kind of assess-
ment in a portfolio could be  rubrics creation as a 
key element of lesson or course planning.
ere is agreement as to the advantages of using 
portfolios. Schafer (as cited in Bailey, 1998) asserts 
that “in looking  over an ESOL [English to Speakers 
of Other Languages] portfolio, a student, parents, or 
teachers will not  only see the student light of her/
his language development, but also in terms  of his/
her cultural background, personality, special abili-
ties and talents or perhaps limitations, too” (p. 217). 
e use of portfolios in class encourages students to 
reect on their work, to analyze their progress, and 
to set improvement goals (implementing decision-
making classroom practices). Another important 
advantage of portfolios relates to its assessment 
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approach. According to Omalley and Valdez (1996), 
in assessment portfolios students and teachers 
become partners who deliberate over portfolio con-
tents and their interpretation. What matters in this 
dialogue is not who has the last word, but how they 
can reach consensus. us, we need to devote time, 
gain experience and be open to playing new roles. 
Method
is study was guided by the principles of action 
research with the purpose of facing the challenge 
of implementing a pedagogical course of action 
that allows us to engage in and document change 
and improvement, describe and interpret a social 
reality – in this specic case, the English learn-
ing process in a public school in a deprived area. 
According to Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000), 
action research is dened as “a small-scale inter-
vention in the functioning of the real world and a 
close examination of the e"ects of such an inter-
vention” (p. 227). Burns (2010) also explains that 
action research involves taking a self-re#ective, 
critical, and systematic approach to exploring our 
own teaching contexts. 
In this specic case, the students and the English 
teacher were involved as re#ective participants in 
their own personal and professional growth, and 
joined e"orts to develop the level of awareness of 
the quality of their achievements. Following this last 
idea, action research may empower individuals and 
social groups to take control over their lives within 
a framework of promotion rather than the suppres-
sion of generalizable interests (Habermas, as cited 
in Cohen et al., 2000, p. 227).    
According to Burns (1999), action research 
involves the following steps: analyze the state of 
the art, identify and re#ect upon the possible weak-
nesses found in it; next, problematize a situation, 
choose a solution, plan and analyze, and re#ect on 
data collection in order to get ndings. Accordingly, 
we analysed the English curriculum, and then a 
needs analysis was conducted. As a result, the fol-
lowing aspects were identied: some weaknesses 
such as students’ motivation, heterogeneous groups, 
students’ low level of autonomy (teachers/friends’ 
dependence), misconceptions about grades and pro-
cesses in the learning experience, students’ low per-
formance in English, social community problems, 
and a lack of connection between their learning 
at school and what they could apply in their lives. 
Subsequently, the research concern was posed; data 
were collected and analysed following triangulation 
processes. e analysis of data fostered re#ection 
and improvement in daily pedagogical practice. 
Context of the Study
is project was implemented with eighth grad-
ers at CEID Porrio Barba Jacob, a public school 
located in the seventh zone of Bogotá (Colombia) 
which is one of the poorest and most violent areas of 
the city. Its pedagogical institutional project (PEI = 
Proyecto Educativo Institucional) is based on tech-
nical education oriented towards commerce and 
business management. According to this, English 
classes emphasize reading and writing skills without 
disregarding listening and speaking development. 
By using project work, the school wants to educate 
students so that they become capable of working in 
the business eld, supporting their community and 
developing their own life projects. 
ese students have a lot of problems related to 
malnutrition, drugs, alcohol, dysfunctional family 
structures, displacement, poverty and premature 
pregnancies, among others. In addition, for three 
years the school went through di%cult times that 
included the restoration of buildings. is, together 
with many unexpected activities, o&en a"ected the 
normal development of the classes. Additionally, 
students’ responsibility and commitment with their 
academic and social duties had decreased enor-
mously. For these reasons, it was decided to look for 
new ways to promote students’ independent work 
and to explore ways in which the school community 
could participate in decision-making processes for 
learning English. 
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Participants
e population of this study was composed of 22 
eighth grade students. eir ages ranged between 12 
and 15 years of age. is group was selected based 
on previous teaching observation and its own char-
acteristics about their learning experience. All of 
the students chosen got the lowest marks in eighth 
grade and during the rst semester of the year they 
failed English. e participants also shared some of 
the following characteristics: students’ dependence 
on teachers, poor academic performance and lack 
of parental support. However, students still were 
highly motivated to learn English and liked facing 
new challenges.
e research team was composed of the English 
teacher and her research supervisor. e former was 
a participant observer and the latter, a non-partici-
pant observer. is distribution of roles allowed us 
to validate data as explained below. 
Data Collection Instruments and Procedures
Four collection instruments were used: students’ 
portfolios, eld notes, semi-structured interviews, 
and surveys. A!er having chosen a group of students 
and making sure the members really wanted to par-
ticipate in the research project – as was expressed 
by their approval, commitment and their parents’ 
consent –, their English classes were observed and 
eld notes were recorded by the English teacher. 
Students’ portfolios were also collected to nd out 
the strategies they used to create and monitor their 
own work plans in their learning process. Some sur-
veys were included in the portfolios. ey provided 
information about the learning process too. Finally, 
the English teacher interviewed some students in 
order to inquire about their role in the development 
of their decision-making work plans.
The data were collected once a week during 
twelve English classes of four-hoursessions on 
Saturdays. ese sessions were arranged with the 
participants due to problems with the school sched-
ule, which was a"ected by the reconstruction of the 
building.  In addition, the Saturday course was seen 
as an alternative to provide additional spaces for 
students to study the language.
Data analysis was done following grounded the-
ory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Freeman, 1998), which 
allowed us to identify patterns and categories. Open 
coding procedures were applied to analyze the data 
gathered. As Strauss and Corbin (1990) propose, 
“generalizations, concepts, or hypotheses emerged 
from an examination of data –data grounded in the 
context itself ” (p. 61). is allowed us to discover 
new relationships, concepts, and understanding, 
rather than verication of predetermined hypoth-
eses. e process of coding was applied to categorize 
the data, taking into account constant comparisons 
of similarities and di"erences from the information 
gathered. For the purpose of trustworthiness, trian-
gulation was done by using several instruments and 
by considering information provided by di"erent 
participants (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
Pedagogical Design
e pedagogical intervention that framed this study 
consisted of ve stages (see Figure 2). In the rst 
stage, a rst pedagogical unit was developed; then 
students’ portfolios were created. Next, the teacher 
shared the information about the English program 
and learning strategies with the whole group and 
asked them to keep some re#ections in a le or 
portfolio. We focused on course aims (What is 
expected?), program description (How is it going 
to be developed?) and learning strategies (How can 
I do it?). 
A pedagogical unit is understood as an educa-
tional work proposal which combines the students’ 
needs and the curriculum requirements in a didactic 
way. It is based on a specic educational philosophy, 
curricular model, language approach and learning 
vision. Each pedagogical unit included the stu-
dents’ own work plans, a learning-to-learn training 
part and a section on language learning formation. 
is last part was connected to other subjects and 
included work on listening, writing, grammar and 
vocabulary. At the end of the unit, students had to 
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work on individual and cooperative projects rein-
forcing what they had learnt in the pedagogical unit. 
 
Figure 2. Pedagogical Intervention Phases
Figure 3. Students’ Work Plan Sample
In the second stage, learning awareness and stu-
dents’ common learning practices were explored. 
is was done through materials for learning strat-
egies training, a description of the English program 
and learning surveys. en, in the decision mak-
ing awareness stage a sample of a work plan was 
discussed with the students in order to create their 
own work plan for each English session. 
At the beginning of the class, students were asked 
to compare, using the class program, what they have 
learnt and what was missing in order to choose what 
they were going to study that day. is step was 
done in order to make them aware of what they had 
learnt and how it had been learnt. A"er choosing 
the topic from the class program, they wrote their 
expectations and a possible plan to learn what they 
had chosen from the class program. Later, students 
did the unit’s exercises and proposed some home-
work activities. At the end students asked questions; 
they were answered by the teacher in the following 
session. e work plans were divided into six parts 
(see Figure 3). 
Finally, it should be noted that time restrictions 
and the school’s unplanned activities aected the 
continuity of the pedagogical intervention. e 
rst phases took more time than expected and the 
process was very slow. For this reason, we applied 
just one research cycle. Nonetheless, and as can be 
read in the following section, it provided interest-
ing insights that can guide us and other teachers in 
further implementations.
Findings
e analysis of data let us identify three main cat-
egories (see Table 1). e rst category refers to 
ways in which students’ autonomy was evidenced 
through the use of work plans in their portfolios 
and embraces how students reect upon and sys-
tematize their experiences in order to go further 
in their learning. e second category deals with 
a categorization of the students’ strategies used 
to create and monitor their work plans. e third 
category has to do with the students’ possible roles 
and their kind of involvement in the development 
of decision-making work plans. In the subsequent 
sections these three categories and their subcatego-
ries are described further. Samples are included in 
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the language they were originally written in, and 
participants and sources identied with codes as 
follows: S 1 (Survey 1); St 1 (Student 1); Int L 2-6 
(Interview, lines 2-6); T (Teacher); FN (Field notes).
 
Table 1. Categories Found in the Data
ese comments show how students planned, 
organized and re"ected upon what they did in class 
in order to further their learning. According to what 
was found, these practices promote students’ auton-
omy, decision making and language learning in the 
class. Supporting this aspect, Gardner and Miller 
(1996) state that autonomous learners are “those 
who initiate the planning and the implementation 
of their own learning program” (p. vii). Re"ecting 
upon it, Nunan (1995) also states that setting and 
planning objectives can promote decision making 
practices in the classroom.
Additionally, the use of portfolios showed that 
they were a means for students to write and re"ect 
upon their learning experiences. According to this, 
Omalley and Valdez (1996) explain that the use of 
portfolios in class encourages students to re"ect 
on their work, to analyze their progress and to set 
improvement goals, as expressed by one student: 
Pues eran… con las ideas que uno ponía. Enton-
ces uno ya sabía lo que iba a ver, con las tareas 
uno ya uno tenía más imaginación y pues los 
planes … uno escribía y uno ya se acordaba bien.  
(Int 3, L 15-17)
In the portfolios, two main issues were evi-
denced: e rst one has to do with how the devel-
opment of work plans promoted a sense of planning 
and organizing learning. e second issue refers 
to how these work plans allowed them to organize 
what they were learning and review what they were 
systematizing as a strategy of self-monitoring and 
class involvement. To this end, Breen and Littlejohn 
(2000) state that students using portfolios can get 
their own interpretations of what is done in the 
classroom and how it relates to their own learning 
agendas. Accordingly, one participant responded:
Eso [sugerir] ayudó porque yo creo que … de 
acuerdo a las sugerencias se fueron mejorando las 
clases. Digamos … estas eran más didácticas por la 
escucha y todo eso ... porque ya era más amplio el 
tema, no sólo se quedaba en lo que íbamos a ver sino 
que ampliábamos todos con nuestras opiniones.  
(Int 9, L 30-33)
Categories Sub-categories
Taking control of one’s own 
learning
Systematizing and reflecting 
upon experiences
Applying learning strategies Meta-cognitive strategies
Affective strategies
Social strategies
Changing roles to fulfill goals Follower and viewer
Explorer and collaborator
Taking Control of One’s Own Learning 
is category refers to students’ practices carried out 
when they created their work plans in English class. 
e most common practice involved in such a pro-
cess was students’ planning of their own learning, 
particularly in issues having to do with the clarity of 
what they have learnt and how the learning process 
was organized. Within this learning planning, a sub-
category emerged. It has to do with the systematiza-
tion of the information and re"ection upon experi-
ence, that is to say, the learning planning practice, 
as evidenced in the following students’ comments: 
Me parecieron buenos (los planes de trabajo) 
porque uno planea, es como si organizara para hac-
er un trabajo y al organizarse es más fácil aprender. 
(S 2, L 7-8)
No me fue difícil plantear los objetivos de 
clase ... No, porque eso es lo más fácil que 
uno puede plantear porque eso es lo que uno 
piensa hacer durante este curso y como yo ya 
los tenia planteados para mí no fue tan difícil. 
(Int 8, L 5-7)
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is comment evidences that work plans also 
promote critical thinking because students can 
express their thoughts and what they are doing in 
the process from a critical point of view (Torres 
Díaz, 2009). is author emphasizes the idea of 
using portfolios as a way to make public students’ 
opinions and feelings during their learning process. 
In this sense, the implementation of work plans in 
the portfolios can raise students’ awareness, and it is 
considered as the starting point to develop students’ 
autonomy (Scharle and Szabo, 2000).  
e data collected showed that self-reection can 
support or stimulate students’ awareness. Following 
this idea of promoting self-reection through the 
use of portfolios, we worked on raising students’ 
consciousness about their responsibility and auton-
omy, introduced new roles in class, and fostered 
conscious participation, cooperation and use of 
learning strategies.  
According to Sanmartí et al. (2002), promoting 
self-reection in the classroom develops students’ 
responsibility. is self-reection allows students 
to recognize their weaknesses and strengths in the 
process, and when they are doing so they can create 
their own “action model”. Some students expressed:
En ellos [los planes de trabajo] podemos escri-
bir lo que aprendimos y las dudas que tenía-
mos. Además de que podíamos escribir activi-
dades para mejorar en los aspectos trabajados. 
(S4, L 8-10)
Pues la importancia de eso … pues saber qué era lo 
que nosotros hacíamos todos los sábados y también  
lo que en cada clase … lo que íbamos aprendiendo 
para así saber qué era lo que nos habían enseñado.  
(Int 2, L 23-25)
También los planes de clase ayudaron harto porque 
eso uno los veía y  ya sabía lo que uno que iba a tra-
bajar. Entonces de acuerdo a lo que uno veía, pues, 
planteaba los objetivos y después complementaba.  
(Int 9, L 9-11)
ese comments evidenced a methodological 
awareness in which students reected upon what 
they were doing and how they were doing it. In con-
nection to this methodological awareness, Sanmartí 
et al. (2002) state that the responsibility of self-regu-
lation must be on the students’ own shoulders. ey 
must recognize their own learning characteristics 
and adopt their own “logic” or methodology and 
strategies for self-monitoring this logic. 
Likewise, and referring to portfolios, Genesee 
and Upshur (1996) underline the benets of using 
them in class as an integral part of the instructional 
planning. ey state some learning advantages such 
as students’ involvement, responsibility for their 
learning, interaction with others (classmates and 
teachers), students’ ownership, and students’ abil-
ity to think critically about schoolwork. Another 
advantage of the use of portfolios is the individu-
alized monitoring of learning by the teacher. In 
our particular case, students felt that the teacher’s 
attention was more focused on them than in daily 
weekday classes. In addition to that, feedback was 
usually perceived by students. ese practices also 
evidence the interactive and active aspects of using 
portfolios in class.
Applying Learning Strategies
We bore in mind the importance of adopting 
the right strategies to make learning time more 
e!ective and contribute to more e!ective learn-
ing processes (Oxford, 1990). Interestingly, it 
was observed that the explicit training in “learn-
ing to learn” promoted the use of some tips 
which helped students in their language learn-
ing. Next, we can nd some evidences taken 
from students’ interviews:
De pronto  ya uno sabía que … digamos… la escu-
cha, habla. Entonces pues uno miraba como por ese 
tema … a buscar  qué de pronto me ayudaba ahí.  
(Int 10, L 23-26)
Me pareció importante porque … sí … tal vez le 
va mejor a uno tal vez escuchando a otros; mejor 
escribiendo y otros aprenden más si solo leen y así.  
(Int 11, L 26-28)
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In these statements we can note how useful the 
metacognitive strategies were. Furthermore, we can 
observe their connection to the students’ learning 
styles (visual, analytic or auditory), their goals (what 
they wanted to learn in this class) and the kind of 
language ability (their English competence level) 
that they were working on. 
ree dierent learning strategies were used by 
the students for monitoring their own work plans. 
According to Oxford (1990), learning strategies are 
divided into metacognitive, aective and social strat-
egies. Regarding the meta-cognitive strategies, we 
found that students relied on arranging their plans, 
setting goals and objectives, overviewing already 
known material and self-evaluation. Also, we could 
observe that students used aective strategies to 
lower anxiety and encourage themselves. As far as 
social strategies are concerned, they used learning 
with others. Now, we examine how these strategies 
were evidenced in the data analysis.
According to Oxford (1990), meta-cognitive 
strategies involve centering learning and this 
can be carried out by over-viewing and link-
ing new material with already known material. 
Some of the students’ autonomous character-
istics are the systematic review of their work 
plans, the reection on what has already been 
learnt, the evaluation of eects, and the devel-
opment and use of self-evaluative criteria (Luna 
Cortés & Sánchez Lujan, 2005). A testimony to 
illustrate this reads as follows:
Pues sí porque con eso [work plans] … miraba y de 
ahí sacaba. O sea, miraba lo que yo había hecho en 
esas clases y entonces de ahí uno más o menos sabe 
qué es lo que tiene que escribir y poner en las hojas.  
(Int 2, L 27-29)
Era más fácil para estudiar. Uno revisaba el plan de 
clase y miraba lo que uno había puesto que apre-
ndió de nuevo y entonces, de acuerdo a eso a uno 
se le hacía más fácil acordarse de lo que había visto. 
(Int 9, L 23-25)
On the other hand, some students underline 
the importance of some factors that can help their 
learning such as the number of students per class, 
normal practices and expectations, among others. 
Supporting the importance of the learning environ-
ment, Ariza (2008) asserts that “the implementation 
of autonomous work requires a proper atmosphere 
where students and teachers feel comfortable and 
supported when engaging in a new teaching-learn-
ing paradigm” (p. 69). In this project, the number of 
students in class, the schedule and activities repre-
sented an innovation for them. Students expressed 
that they felt more satised and motivated with their 
learning and this course’s characteristics:
Porque  es como … más calmado …  más rela-
jado … Como que a uno le explican mejor (…) 
porque había poquitos niños y uno ya pone cui-
dado bien a las clases y no es tanta bulla ni nada.     
(Int 12, L .26-30)
Sí, he aprendido mucho y como los sábados 
son más relajados, uno se siente sin presión. 
(S2, L13-14)
Pues uno no  pierde el tiempo y en vez de estar 
vagando, aprende algo … Y pues  para reforzar 
mi inglés … claro.  (Int 10, L 61-62)
Setting their own objectives to practice in class 
was considered as a core action in the implementa-
tion of this project because it had to do with pro-
moting decision-making abilities in the students. 
Ariza (2008) asserts that setting clear objectives 
and having achievable purposes can introduce stu-
dents’ reection and decision making in the classes. 
In turn, these practices promote autonomy because 
students are taking responsibility for their learning 
process (Dickinson, 1987; Ariza, 2008). at is why 
self-awareness was a key factor in the implementa-
tion of this project. Hence, it was mandatory that 
students knew and were aware of what they were 
going to learn each session and why the proposed 
activities could help them to reach their objectives.
e use of learning with others as a social strat-
egy was also evidenced because students had to 
interact to reconstruct meaning (Oxford, 1990). 
is interaction took place mainly with their peers, 
but their family (parents at home) and the teacher 
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were also involved in the process. At the begin-
ning students did not feel comfortable working in 
groups because the groups were rst assigned by 
the teacher, but then students were able to over-
come their dierences and consider their partner 
as a good teacher (role change), a useful and helpful 
development for their learning. It was another type 
of student-teacher interaction in the class. Hence, 
the usual power relation between the teacher and 
the students was moved towards a cooperative and 
supportive alliance in the classroom. Accordingly, 
Breen and Littlejohn (2000) say that encouraging 
collaborative spirit between teachers and learn-
ers can promote the use of learning strategies and 
develop students’ autonomy. 
Pues al comienzo no entendía, pero después 
como ya  como a las tres clases Germán (un com-
pañero) me explicó y ahí ya empecé a entender.  
(Int 3, L 8-9)
No, pues los cuatro, las mesas [los estudiantes 
trabajaban en grupo]. Estuvo bien porque 
si a uno le faltaba él le ayudaba o algo así 
y pues nos compartíamos las ideas todos.  
(Int 10, L 56-57)
Porque si uno no entiende uno se ayu-
da con las personas o les (…) les va ayu-
dando,  y  eso pues me parece chévere.  
(Int 12, L 35-36)
Pues en la casa le preguntaba a mi papá y mi papa 
me decía: ‘busque un diccionario y lo traduce’. 
Cuando no encontraba algunas palabras me decía: 
‘prenda el computador y lo traduce ahí’. Y lo tra-
ducía y me dijo: ‘primero contéstelo en inglés y 
déjelo aparte para que  así vaya aprendiendo más.  
(Int 6, L 17-20)
is last comment shows how learning English 
could take place outside of the classroom –although 
learning English was still associated with translating. 
Concerning family homework support at home we 
could witness how parents suggested methodologi-
cal strategies to their children in order to overcome 
diculties and how they could guide their children 
at home, suggesting strategies concerning their 
homework. In this case the parents’ role was active 
in the students’ learning. 
Changing Roles to Fulfill Goals
is category has to do with the dierent roles stu-
dents could adopt through the process of creating 
and monitoring work plans. Bearing in mind the 
context, we favored “procedural negotiation” which, 
as already explained, deals with taking decisions 
about “who will work with whom, what subject mat-
ter and what activities were suitable for this prob-
lem” (Breen & Littlejohn, 2000, p. 8). During this 
process, two main students’ roles were visible. e 
rst one was characterized by a passive role, that of 
“follower and viewer”, and it was mainly observed 
in the rst stages of the creation of work plans. e 
second one was an active role called “explorer and 
collaborator”, showed at the end of the project. Next, 
we characterize these two students’ roles or proles. 
e rst prole “follower and viewer” is closely 
related to authority-oriented students (Ariza, 2008, 
p. 59). Our participants showed a huge need for 
teacher’s support and approval. ey did what the 
teacher said and preferred others, such as the teacher 
or classmates, to take the decisions for them. A cou-
ple of examples are the following, to wit: 
Porque vine casi todos los sábados … hice todo 
lo que me ponían. (S 14, L2-3)
Me pareció fácil porque los pude resolver todos 
completos, como lo había dicho la profesora. 
(Int 6, L 6-8)
ey (students) usually stand up and asked teach-
er if they were doing it (the class exercise) well.  
(FN 3, L 26-27)
At the beginning, these “followers and viewers” 
repeatedly asked about what they had to do, but 
not about strategies or paths they could explore for 
learning more about a topic. ey were just inter-
ested in showing that they were working and that 
they deserved a good grade. It was a feeling like 
studying for others, learning for others (teachers, 
parents), not learning for themselves. Sometimes 
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students expressed that they had run out of ideas 
and expressed that their writing diculties were 
their main limitation to actively participate or to 
engage in the creation of work-plans.
Tuve dicultad un poco con el plan de trabajo 
porque hay veces no sé qué escribir. (S9, L 11-12)
Me pareció a veces difícil porque a veces uno no 
sabe qué tarea ponerse y se le vienen las mismas 
ideas de siempre. (S 10, L 13-15)
When I reviewed this exercise, I realized that many 
students did not write anything in their work plans. 
(FN 4, L 25-29)
Fortunately, when students were trained in learn-
ing to learn and started setting their own objectives, 
their prole started to change from a passive one to 
an active involvement. At the same time the teacher’s 
role was also dierent: a guide, a mediator who had 
to facilitate the resources and knowledge, but with the 
students themselves having to decide how to do it and 
what to do in their learning. In this respect, Breen and 
Littlejohn (2000) assert that “students can get [their] 
own interpretations of what is done in the classroom 
and how it relates to their work plans” (p. 9). One stu-
dent expressed: 
Me pareció bueno porque ahí uno podía decir 
qué era lo que faltaba en las clases.  (Int 7, L 22)
e second prole, “explorer and collaborator”, 
was more evident at the end of the project. It was 
characterized by the students’ initiative, creativity, 
organization and revision of products. ey also 
showed their willingness to go further and to self-
evaluate what they were doing. Moreover, students 
liked working in groups and making decisions about 
their learning process. ey organized what they 
learnt in their work plans, set their own learning 
objectives and could create a cooperative learning 
relation with their classmates. is way they showed 
independent behavior and an autonomous prole.
Ese punto es como para que uno mismo ponga 
la tarea y tenga ideas para aprender más rápido. 
Entonces eso ayuda mucho para...para uno de-
senvolverse en la tarea para hacerla más fácil. 
(Int 3, L 38-40)
Eso [sugerir] ayudo porque yo creo que … de 
acuerdo a las sugerencias se fueron mejorando 
las clases … Y estas (clases) eran más didácticas 
... porque ya era más amplio el tema, no sólo 
se quedaba en lo que íbamos a ver sino que 
ampliábamos todos con nuestras opiniones.  
(Int 9, L 30-33) 
Pues los cuatro [estudiantes], las mesas … estuvo 
bien porque si a uno le faltaba él le ayudaba o 
algo así y pues nos compartíamos las ideas todos.  
(Int 10, L 56-57)
In summary, it could be seen how decision-
making practices, fostered in the English class, let 
students reect and review what they were doing 
and go further in their learning. In addition to this, 
it could be observed how students feel when their 
opinions or suggestions are taken into account in the 
class organization and lesson planning. Reinforcing 
this view as a nal goal, these decision-making prac-
tices can enable students to develop participation as 
citizens in democratic processes. In our particular 
case, if we start promoting students’ active involve-
ment in the planning of learning processes, decid-
ing and evaluating what they are doing – we will be 
promoting autonomous proles for future citizens 
who can self-monitor all aspects of their lives, as 
proposed in the school PEI.
Conclusions 
is investigation sought to examine what students’ 
portfolios show about the development of decision-
making processes in the creation of collaborative 
work plans in English classes. Adolescents, and 
especially those who live in underprivileged con-
texts like the ones of our participants, need plenty of 
opportunities to develop prociency in the English 
language. In this area, as well as in any eld of the 
curriculum, we cannot forget that “learning is a 
matter of repertoire: starting  with a recognition of 
the life world experience and using this experience 
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as a basis for extending what one knows and what 
one can do” (Kalantzis & Cope, 2000, p. 124). Data 
suggested that portfolios are unique opportunities 
for students to learn to monitor their own progress 
and encourage them to take responsibility for meet-
ing goals set jointly with the teacher and, hopefully, 
with parents’ support. Next, we highlight the nd-
ings in response to the three subquestions we posed 
in our study.
How is students’ autonomy evidenced in stu-
dents’ decision-making work plans gathered in their 
portfolios? We explored how students take control of 
their learning and concluded that they usually plan 
and regulate their process using two main practices. 
e rst one deals with how they systematize and 
organize what they are learning in their work plans. 
In turn, the second practice embraces students’ self-
reection and how it lets them go further in their 
English learning experience. is “systematized” 
experience involves how students organize what 
they did and learnt, and how they reviewed and 
used it in a real context. 
When the students systematized what they 
learnt, they were able to retain, monitor and evaluate 
their learning using these work plans in their port-
folios as tools to remember, to consult, to organize 
and to explore what they were learning. Doing this, 
students could adapt their own class methodology 
to their needs, interests and capabilities.    
What kind of strategies do students use to cre-
ate and monitor their own work plans in the learn-
ing progress in EFL? We found that the most com-
mon strategies used are meta-cognitive strategies, 
aective strategies and social strategies. In relation 
to meta-cognitive strategies, students arrange and 
plan their learning using the following steps: nd-
ing out about language learning, organizing, setting 
objectives, and identifying the purpose of language 
tasks. Likewise, lowering anxiety and encouraging 
themselves were considered as key practices in order 
to promote aective strategies. In addition, students 
were aware of their language improvement because 
of two main factors: the positive environment in the 
class, without teacher’s or classmates’ pressure, and 
their motivation level, which was evident when they 
noticed progress in their English learning.
Another strategy used was learning with others 
and this aspect includes the support of students’ 
classmates, their family and the teacher. When 
students faced dierent tasks in class, they worked 
cooperatively and asked their classmates or the 
teacher for explanations, or shared what they had 
understood about a specic topic. At home, some 
students took advantage of their family support and 
used it as a strategy to clarify doubts or just to go 
further in their learning.
What role do students play in the creation of 
decision–making work plans? Two main proles 
appeared during the whole pedagogical implemen-
tation. At the beginning of the course the role of 
“follower and viewer” was the most common pro-
le, but through time, this role changed towards an 
“explorer and collaborator” prole. Whereas the 
follower and viewer role shows a teacher-dependent 
relationship and demands external supervision, the 
explorer and collaborator is more in tune with the 
individual’s decision to adopt a more autonomous 
route and to make informed decisions.
Implications 
ough results proved positive, some further reec-
tions and implications also emerged. ey embrace 
roles played by the government, schools, teachers, 
parents and students. In the rst place, policies pro-
posed by the government have to ensure that enough 
resources, better spaces and supportive personnel 
are available at school in order to generate suit-
able learning environments in which autonomous 
learning can be applied. e second issue concerns 
how the school practices help the development of 
autonomy. For this to happen, the school must create 
negotiation spaces in which students, parents and 
teachers can take decisions regarding the learning 
process. irdly, in autonomy development a new 
teachers’ role is vital. We need to develop some char-
acteristics such as being more open minded, mak-
ing decisions and being aware of our roles as advi-
sors, reective professionals, tolerant practitioners, 
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explorers, negotiators and listeners. In that sense, 
universities have to think about future teachers’ pro-
les and make sure that teacher educators can also 
receive updates in new teaching models and more 
learning centered approaches. 
e fourth implication has to do with parents’ 
involvement in their children’s learning. Parents’ 
support outside the class is a key point to empower 
students’ autonomy in their lives. is support has 
to push students to move from a dependent state 
towards a more self-directed one. Finally, students 
have to reect more upon what they are doing and 
take more responsibility for what they are learn-
ing and how they are learning it. To do this, they 
should be encouraged and guided to take challenges 
and explore further what they really want to do in 
their lives. 
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